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If we consider the doctor-patient relationship since the time of, at least, 
Hippocrates, the doctor resorted to various kinds of instruments, materials, drugs 
and types of influence for diagnostic and therapeutic manipulations. Therefore, the 
third element was always present in this circuit. It allows the patient to perceive the 
doctor as a doctor, and the doctor serves as an assistant and ally in realizing his 
true desire - to help. In my opinion, this "triangle" is made better and more 
harmonious by the equipment of the IMEDIS Center. If you remember this and do 
not separate one from the other, you can achieve high results.

The doctor is a servant of nature. The external world leaves its imprint on 
the constitution, emotions, character, living cell, fate, in general - on the state (well-
being), i.e. how I feel myself at a given moment in time and manifests itself in the 
patient's specific complaints. This is the first stage of self-improvement. We record 
in a simultaneous mode in the first container of the apparatus for bioresonance 
therapy for 5-10 seconds for 1-2 globules all disharmonic vibrations ("D"). This drug 
of 100% similarity carries a set of vibrations that, in fact, determine the human task 
(program), having mastered which you can quickly achieve the goal. This is already 
the second stage, which determines the readiness for further training. If yes, then 
when testing BAP by the "pumping" method (methods of ART, ART +), and also 
when connecting ampoules of Epiphysis D26, the initial measuring level decreases, 
if not, then the measuring level does not decrease. It must be remembered that 
any reaction is the norm, and we can continue together to form “understandable” 
algorithms for help. Then together we learn better and, if necessary, learn more 
deeply and "experience" these disharmonious vibrations.

Strengthening, suppressing, changing the parameters "D" by the potentiometer 
regulator, the doctor can set the optimal coefficient of sensitivity or confidence in the 
measuring circuit. Moreover, disharmonic fluctuations can act both as an initial 
indicator and as a medicine. Example: "D" from the Yin-Tang point in the frequencies 
of the bladder meridian is placed in the second container of the apparatus for the BRT 
and, changing the coefficient, we find such (s), which eliminates indications, for 
example, on Epiphysis D26 or Intox I, II, III.

If the adaptation reserves or indices do not deteriorate, you can prescribe 
this drug, but you can pick up a medication (homeopathy, color, BR-drug, etc.) in a 
state of stress that eliminates the indication. If the doctor “has” the experience of 
these “Ds”, he shares with the patient, and the initial reactions, as a rule, lead 
immediately to improvement. It's a certain way next time
- in a repetitive similar situation - develops the ability not to notice or overcome the 
barrier, and even next time, perhaps, to look for it consciously. This is the third 
stage - a new goal and task.

Any state exists in each of us, but to varying degrees. The only question is 
time. It can be within the experience of a particular person or not. If not, the 
patient's condition is new for the doctor. In such
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In this case, it can be called a teaching one, having developed the "D" in oneself and in 
the patient to find the answers. The professionals of the IMEDIS Center can help us in 
this, we are doctors - to each other, as well as the vast experience of colleagues from 
all over the world, reflected in the Electronic Selector, bioresonance and other types of 
resonance therapy that can be implemented through the IMEDIS equipment. Any step 
is a matter of choice. In order to, through a conscious exacerbation of one’s own and 
the patient’s, together come to the solution of the task, move to another level of 
awareness and move a little more in understanding the general laws
what is happening, both in the small and in the big. The only difference is in form, 
intensity, polarity, time and other characteristics that emphasize the individuality 
of each in the vast world.
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